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NEWSLETTER 
4th September 2020 
The Next Fortnight for School and Nursery 
21st September – Individual photos 

 
Looking Forward 
Photos for School pupils 
We think our current procedures mean that we can manage individual school photos. We shall be setting these in the hall and 
will disinfect all surfaces between classes. These photos will be individual only. Whilst we recognise that siblings live in the 
same household, we keep our bubbles separate – so unless they are twins we won’t be doing sibling (or family) photos. Put 
the 21st in your fairly sparse school diary! 
 
Local and National Government messages 
We’ve got quite a lot of posters, leaflets and other information emailed to us for distribute to parents so please see the 
attachments.  We will attempt to pick out bits that are particularly relevant to The William Amory and publish them in our 
newsletter. This includes: 
Crossing Patrols 

It is worth noting that the county plan does not appear to have a crossing patrol indicated on 
their map. I suspect this is just a mistake as Mrs Lancaster is still coming to do crossings. 
However, we are warned that they may not be able to guarantee crossings as a result of the 
pandemic. We will keep you informed. 

Parking  
The William Amory is just like every other primary school, built in an age where cars were not the norm. As a result, 
Blythe becomes a mess with two primary and one secondary schools using the same crossroads. So please think about 
where you park. We get lots of angry calls from residents and drivers because of inconsiderate parking. We always 
advise them to take down registration numbers and call the police. Please think about your parking.  

Testing – please read over the page. 
 
Park and Stride 
Most especially at the beginning of the day, please remember that we have opened our doors at 08.50. You may recall we did 
this when the road was closed. So please take advantage of it and park a bit further away. You can get to school earlier and 
still get back to your car that way. 
 
Lost Property 
We have got lots (and lots) of lost property this year. Next week we shall be putting it out on KSII playground after school. 
Anything left will be donated. Please socially distance when looking. Lunchboxes and drinks were thrown away for hygiene 
reasons. 
 

Looking Back 
Our First Week 
Brilliant… and a bit scary!  
The children have been fantastic. Handwashing, understanding, rule following – all’s gone really well. We’re so proud of them 
and how they have adapted.  
We are pleased with our organisation and, after a rather fraught few lunchtimes, have got a good system in 
place to keep us socially distanced where we can’t keep isolated in our bubbles.  
I think next week should see us starting to get down to seeing where the learning gaps are and starting to 
close them. 
 
As always, I will always do my best to speak to you about any concerns you may have on the day so please 
feel free to approach me, either on the playground or book an appointment if you prefer.  
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So keen was I to finally be able to write a regular newsletter – I’ve added this at the end! I think this clarification from PHE and 
the NHS Test and Trace really helps us all better understand when to test: 
 

The Department for Education has worked closely with Public Health England (PHE) and NHS Test and Trace to 
ensure that we are doing all we can to minimise the potential risks of spread. A key part of this is the appropriate use of 
testing to help identify people who are positive and subsequently their contacts. We have made testing available 
throughout the country and anyone with symptoms can book a test online or over the telephone through 119 to get the 
certainty they need to protect themselves and those around them. 
 
Crucial to our overall support for schools and colleges is ensuring that everyone with coronavirus symptoms has 
access to a test as soon as they develop those symptoms. It is vital that we learn from the recent Scottish experience, 
where the return of schools saw a huge increase in demand for tests from people without coronavirus symptoms. We 
want to avoid a similar surge in test demand as England’s schools and colleges return to ensure that we continue to 
prioritise our testing capacity for those with symptoms and to avoid children, students and their families self-isolating 
unnecessarily. 
 
To ensure we identify those with coronavirus while avoiding a huge increase in demand for tests from people without 
coronavirus symptoms, we ask that you recommend to your pupils, students and staff who feel unwell, that they get 
tested if: 

 they develop one or more of the main coronavirus symptoms: 
o a high temperature 
o a new, continuous cough 
o the loss or change of their sense of taste or smell, or 

 they are recommended to get tested by a healthcare provider (e.g. GP or nurse) 
 
If a pupil, student or staff member develops one or more of the main coronavirus symptoms described above, only they 
should be tested. There is no need for their households to have a test, unless they are also symptomatic. Unless a 
pupil, student or staff member has one of the three main coronavirus symptoms, they should only be tested if 
instructed otherwise by the local authority, health protection team or their GP. As schools and colleges across England 
return, pupils and students may feel unwell for example with a sore throat, stomach upset or a headache. These pupils 
and students don’t need to book a test but may need to stay off school or college and seek medical advice through 
their GP or pharmacist as usual. 
 
Please do communicate this to the parents of the children at your school and the students at your college; we know 
that they listen to you and trust your advice. Can you please also share this letter with your school nurse or relevant 
trained first aiders. Directors of Public Health and local PHE Health Protection teams are on hand to support you on 
this most vital mission to get our children and students back to school and college, learning happily and safely. 
 
 

 


